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on the face of it definition meaning merriam webster in the face of
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parts of the face in japanese go go nihon about face the concept of

face in japanese culture the face english vocabulary languageguide

org my face is leaking taste testing the spicy ramen deemed in the

face of something definition cambridge english
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in the face of something cambridge english

dictionary May 13 2024

learn the meaning and usage of the idiom in the face of something

which means despite having to deal with a difficult situation or

problem see examples synonyms translations and related words

the face of something cambridge english

dictionary Apr 12 2024

learn the meaning and usage of the idiom the face of something

which means what you can see of something or what shows see

examples synonyms translations and related words

in the face of idioms by the free dictionary

Mar 11 2024

1 in spite of notwithstanding some people still believe the

medication to be harmful even in the face of thousands of scientific

studies proving otherwise in the face of the boss s disapproval we
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decided to go forward with the project anyway 2 when threatened

by or confronted with

the face of something idioms by the free

dictionary Feb 10 2024

the face of something the person who represents or embodies

something as a whole in the eyes of the public the popular athlete

was hired to become the face of the car company are you sure you

want to be the face of your brand i know i wouldn t want all that

attention on myself

in the face of meaning in english learn about

english Jan 09 2024

here s what it means in the face of means when confronted with

small animals are defenseless when confronted with wildfires or

when they have to deal with wildfires when wildfires are a threat

the animals are defenseless how else can we use in the face of i

m going to give you a few examples
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in the face of definition meaning merriam

webster Dec 08 2023

learn the various meanings and uses of the word face as a noun

and a verb with synonyms examples and etymology find out how to

say face in different phrases and expressions such as in the face

of to one s face and face the music

be the face of something idioms by the free

dictionary Nov 07 2023

to represent or embody something as a whole in the eyes of the

public the popular athlete was hired to be the new face of the car

company are you sure you want to be the face of your brand i

know i wouldn t want all that attention on myself

the face of definition meaning merriam

webster Oct 06 2023

to destroy someone or something completely see the full definition
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lodestone the face of is contained in 4 matches in merriam webster

dictionary learn definitions uses and phrases with the face of

the face of something meaning of the face of

something in Sep 05 2023

learn the meaning and usage of the phrase the face of something

in english it can describe the nature character appearance or effect

of something or the qualities that people find acceptable or

unacceptable

on the face of it definition meaning merriam

webster Aug 04 2023

the meaning of on the face of it is from only what is known at first

how to use on the face of it in a sentence

in the face of meaning usingenglish com Jul
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what does the saying in the face of mean idiom in the face of

meaning if people act in the face of something they do it despite it

or when threatened by it country international english subject area

body and bodily functions usage type both or all words used

contributor richard flynn

in the face of definition and meaning collins

english Jun 02 2023

in the face of definition in the presence of meaning pronunciation

translations and examples

be the face of something english language

usage stack May 01 2023

to be the face of something is to be the feature embodiment or

recognised representation of the thing it can apply to a person e g j

r s comment of steve jobs as the face of apple or even to a

concept as shown in the example given in the following definition
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the face of sth

definition of in the face of sth collins online

dictionary Mar 31 2023

in the face of sth phrase if you take a particular action or attitude in

the face of a problem or difficulty you respond to that problem or

difficulty in that way the prime minister has called for national unity

in the face of the violent anti government protests

10 synonyms antonyms for in the face of

thesaurus com Feb 27 2023

find 10 different ways to say in the face of along with antonyms

related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

learning the parts of the face in japanese go

go nihon Jan 29 2023

the first terms to remember are atama 頭 which means head kao 顔

which instead means face and kubi 首 which means neck now that
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we know where we put the parts of the face in japanese we can

move on to the actual list

about face the concept of face in japanese

culture Dec 28 2022

concepts japanese face is about how one treats others more than

about the self face can be saved earned and given to others or by

others as it can be lost or taken away when gaining or giving face

one tends to give face to superiors and not subordinates in either a

work or social setting

the face english vocabulary languageguide

org Nov 26 2022

explore the english vocabulary of the face in this sound integrated

guide touch or place your cursor over an object to hear it

pronounced aloud prove your vocabulary mastery by completing

challenges
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my face is leaking taste testing the spicy

ramen deemed Oct 26 2022

three flavours of buldak chicken ramyeon have been banned by

authorities in copenhagen but seriously how bad could they be

there are flames spreading up my nose across my forehead and

down my

in the face of something definition cambridge

english Sep 24 2022

despite she left home in the face of strong opposition from her

parents also in the face of something can mean being threatened

with something in the face of several lawsuits the company took

the product off the market
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